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I. INTRODUCTION 
This note is a supplement to an earlier paper [l], in which Coffman and 
Schiiffer examined the structure of the “memory” operator that occurs in 
an autonomous linear retarded functional-differential equation in a Banach 
space under Caratheodory conditions, when the recall of the “memory” 
is bounded (say by 1). It is easy to see that the structure of such a “memory” 
can be completely accounted for by examining its action on periodic functions 
with a suitable period (specifically, 2); this action is a so-called P-memory 
[l, p. 435 and Lemmas 8.1, 8.21. 
One question that was raised in [l] was whether the assumptions entering 
the definition of a P-memory necessarily entailed its boundedness as an 
operator from the space of continuous to that of integrable periodic functions 
with values in the given Banach space. It was added in proof [l, p. 4531 that 
the answer is affirmative; this result was communicated by B. E. Johnson, 
who indicated its derivation from a theorem of his, unpublished at the time, 
concerning translation-invariant mappings between spaces of periodic 
functions. Our first addendum (Sections 2-4) is devoted to an account of 
this theorem (Theorem 3.2) and its consequences for P-memories, as well 
as of some related corollaries. This first addendum uses only Sections 2-4 
of [l]. 
The second addendum (Section 5) consists of an example of a P-memory 
in the scalar case; it complements [l, Examples 7.8 and 7.91. In the earlier 
instances, the P-memory did not map all continuous functions into continuous 
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functions; in the present example, it does not even map all continuous func- 
tions into qth-power-integrable functions for any 4 > 2, and lacks all 
extensions to bounded linear mappings between Lebesgue spaces of periodic 
functions other than those possessed, on general principles, by every bounded 
linear translation-invariant mapping [l, Lemmas 3.2, 3.5, 3.71. Our present 
example, however, is not quite so explicit in its structure as the previous ones. 
In its discussion we shall require a representation theorem for P-memories: 
specifically, [ 1, Corollary 7.21. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND Two LEMMAS 
The terminology and notation in [I, Sections 2-41 are used, with the 
following additions. C denotes the field of complex numbers, also considered 
as a complex Banach space with the norm / 1. P(Z) denotes the space of 
absolutely summable functions 5: Z --+ C with the norm 1 6 II = Cnsz 1 f(n)]. 
If X is a Banach space,’ lx E [X + X] is the identity mapping on X. A set 
G C R is periodic if 2 + G = G (i.e., if xc has period 2). 
For the given Banach space E and for each 71 EZ, we define the operator 
% E P(E) -+ El by 
Snf = 4 j- (LJ) .f (= 3 j- ecninsf(s) ds), f6P1(E), n E Z, 
the nth Fourier coefficient off; we note that jj gn 11 = 3 for each 71, and record 
the formulas 
FnTt = e-Tint9 n? =%zn = L&1E for m, n E Z, t E R. (2.1) 
We also record a standard “uniqueness” result. 
IffE P1(E) and Fnf = 0 for all n E Z, then f = 0. (2.2) 
The proof of this result can be obtained by some of the methods used for 
proving it when E = C (e.g., [3, Section 51.21); or it may be reduced to 
that special case by composition with arbitrary bounded linear functionals 
on E. 
For each set KC E we consider YK = {f E PI(E): 9n f = 0 for all 11 E K}, a 
closed subspace of Pi(E); and the quotient mapping QK E [P’(E) + Pl(E)/Y,]. 
If X is a Banach space and F: X + P1(E) is a linear mapping, not necessarily 
bounded, set A, = {n E Z: FnF: X -+ E is unbounded}. 
we next prove two lemmas, which are specialized versions of [4, 
Lemma 7.3, Theorem 7.11. 
505/20/1-18 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a Banach space and F: X + P’(E) a linear mapping. 
If K C Z, then S&F E [X -+ Pl(E)/Y,] if and only if K r\ A, = o . 
Proof. Assume that J&F E [X -+ Pl(E)/Y,] and let n E K be given. The 
kernel of & is Yt,, , which includes YK ; there exists, therefore, an 
operator U E [Pl(E)/Y, + E] such that fin = UJ& . But then gnF = 
U(Q,F) E [X + E], so that n 4 A,. Since n E K was arbitrary, we conclude 
thatKnA,= 0. 
Assume conversely that K n A, = 0 ; it will be enough to show that the 
graph of l&F: X -+ Pl(E)/Y, is closed. Let (+), a sequence in X, and 
g E P1(E) be such that lim,,, xlc = 0 in X and lim,,, sZ,Fx, = l&g in 
Pl(E)/Y, . It remains to show that QKg = 0, i.e., that g E YK . 
Let n E K be given, and let U be as in the first part of the proof. Now 
n E KC Z\A, , so that SnF E [X + E]; hence, 
since this holds for all n E K, we have g E YK , as was to be proved. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a E R be given, and let X C P’(E) be a set satisfring 
zz f(n) T,,f E X for each f E X and f E Z’(Z); (2.3) 
let G C R be an open periodic set, and put K = {n E Z: na E G). Then 
n ((Tn - e-riS)(X): s E G} = X n YK . (2.4) 
Proof. If g E X, then (T, - eenis) g E X for all s E R, by (2.3); and, using 
(2.1), we infer that SJT, - e-nina) g = 0 f or each n E Z. Therefore the inter- 
section on the left in (2.4) is included in X n YK 
To prove the reverse inclusion, assume that f E X n YK and s E G are given. 
Since G is open and periodic, there exists a function q E PC(C) that is 
continuously differentiable (or even smoother, if we insist) and that satisfies 
(e-nit - e-nis) &) = 1 for all t E R\G. (2.5) 
As is well known from Fourier Analysis, the smoothness of ‘p implies 
for some [ E Z’(Z). P-6) 
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Set g = CneE 84 Lf; by (2.3) we have g E X. Using (2.1), (2.6) and the 
boundedness of each 9$ , we find 
Sn(Ta - e-nis)g = (cnina - cmis) 1 <(m) &Tmaf 
ma 
= (evmina - e-nis) p(w) Fef = Tnf for each n E Z; 
the last equality follows from (2.5) when na E R\G and from f~ YK when 
na E G. By (2.2) it follows that f = (T, - ecffis) g E (T, - e-*is)(X). Since 
s E G andf E X n YK were arbitrary, the desired reverse inclusion between the 
members of (2.4) holds. 
3. TRANSLATION-INVARIANT OPERATORS 
Let us consider the following objects: 
(i) an irrational number a E R; 
(ii) a linear manifold X C P1(E) provided with a norm 1 Ix making 
it into a Banach space, and such that for every f E X we have Taf, T-,f E X 
with 1 T,f Ix = 1 f Ix ; thus, IT,,f Ix = 1 f lx for all n E h, and X satisfies 
(2.3); 
(iii) a linear mapping F: X --f Pl(Z?), not necessarily bounded, satis- 
fying 
T,F = FT, . (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.1. If a, X, F are as in (i)-(iii), then A, isjnite. 
Proof. (1) Suppose AF is infinite. Since a is irrational, the mapping 
(k, n) H Ku + 2n: Z x Z + R is injective. It follows that the set 
{ku + 2n: k E A,, TZ EZ} A [-I, I] is infinite, and we may choose an 
(infinite) setL C A, such that {Ku + 2n: k EL, 71 E Z} n [- 1, l] is infinite and 
discrete. We infer from all this that we can find open periodic sets G, C R 
for all k EL, such that 
kaEG, and cl G, n cl u {Gj: j EL\(k)} = 0 for each k EL. (3.2) 
We may then choose functions vk E PC, k EL, that are continuously dif- 
ferentiable (or even smoother, if we please) and such that, for each k EL, 
%W = h for all t E Gj , J’ EL. (3.3) 
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(The construction of these functions is simplified if we choose each set Gk , 
as we may, to meet [Ku - 1, ka + l] in a single open interval.) As in the 
proof of Lemma 2.2, Fourier Analysis shows that, on account of the 
smoothness of yl, , 
for some & E /l(E) for each k EL. (3.4) 
(2) For each k EL set K, = (n E Z: 1zu E G,}, Yk = YKk , and 
Q, = QK, ; we note that the family (Kk : k EL) is pairwise disjoint, by (3.2). 
Since ka E G, we have k EL n Kk C A, n Kk . By Lemma 2.1, we infer 
that S&F: X --f Pl(E)/Y, is unbounded. Since L is infinite, we may therefore 
choose g, E X for each k EL so that simultaneously 
(3.5) 
the set (11 QJJg, //p,(E,,vk: k EL} is unbounded. (3.6) 
We set g = CkpL CnEk e,(n) T,,,gk ; by the assumptions on X and by (3.5), 
g E X. For each k EL and each n E Kk we find, using the boundedness of 
each & and (2.1), (3.4), (3.3), 
Fng = C C fj(m) e-ninmaSegj = C pj(na) Fngi = Sngl, ; 
jeL. mez jEL 
by Lemma 2.2 this implies 
g - g, E X n Yk = n {(Tn - ecnis)(X): s E Gk} for each k EL. (3.7) 
On the other hand, (3.1) and Lemma 2.2 with Pi(E) itself in the role of X 
yield 
F n {(Tn - e+“)(X): 
( 
s E Gk} C n {(To - e-miS)F(X): s E G,} 1 
C n ((T, - ecmis)(P1(E)): sE Gk) = Yk for each k EL. (3.8) 
Combining (3.7) and (3.8), we find F(g - gk) EYE, and therefore, 
Q$g = s2,Fg,c for each k EL. But then 
II fin,&, lIpt,Ej,Y, = II Q,Fg IIp~~E~,Yk < I Fg 11 
and this contradicts (3.6). 
for all k EL, 
THEOREM 3.2. Let a, X, F be as in (i)-(iii). Tken the set A, is finite, and 
F - La, ZnSnF E [x + Pi(E)]. 
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Proof. AF is finite by Lemma 3.1. The operator lpl(E) - CneAr Z,,S% E 
[P’(E) -+ Pi(E)] (a projection) has the kernel Yz,,.,, , on account of (2.1) 
and (2.2). There exists, therefore, an operator JE [P1(E)/Yz,,F --+ P’(E)] 
such that IpqE) - CnsAF .Z,9,, = JG&,. But then Lemma 2.1 implies 
F - c -WV = (JQz\,,)F = J(Q,\,,F) E Cx - PWI. 
MAF 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be one of the spaces PP(E), I < p < co, OY PC(E), 
and let F: X ---f P1(E) be linear and translation-invariant. Then AF is jinite, 
and F - CncAF Z,K-,,F E p + P’(E)] is bounded and translation-invariant. 
Proof. X and F obviously satisfy assumptions (ii), (iii) for every irrational 
a E R, so that Theorem 3.2 is applicable. It remains to show that 
F - %Ap Z,SnF is translation-invariant. Now the translation-invariance 
ofF, together with (2.1) and [I, (2.7)], imply 
Z,,S,FT, = Z,FmT,F = e-vintZ,SnF = T,Z,SnF for all t E R, n EZ; 
thus each Z,.&F is translation-invariant, and the conclusion follows. 
We conclude this section with a theorem that considerably strengthens 
[I, Lemma 3.21; for the definition of F,, , see that lemma. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose FE [PC(E) -+ PI(E)] is translation-invariant; 
suppose that p, q are given, with 1 < p < CO, 1 < q < 03, and that there 
exists a linear translation-invariant mapping F’: PP(E) + P’J(E) such that 
Ff = Ff for all f E PC(E). Then F,, exists. 
Proof. Let F”: PP(E) --f PI(E) be the composition of F’ with the inclusion 
Pa(E) --f Pi(E). F” is translation-invariant, and Corollary 3.3 is applicable 
to it. Write A for the finite set AF” ; thusF” - CnEA Z,,SaF” E [PP(E) -PI(E)] 
is translation-invariant. 
By [ 1, Lemma 3.11, there exists for each n E Z an operator Qn E [E + E] 
such that F”Z, = FZ,, = Z,Qn . We set 
F” = F” + c ZW(Q,,pn - &F”) 
?EA 
= (F” - C Z,FnF”) + C Z,,QnFn E [Pf’(E) * Pi(E)] (3.9) 
PEA TEA 
(here some Sn are preceded by the inclusion P”(E) --f P’(E)); F” is trans- 
lation-invariant, by the preceding remarks and (2.1). Again by (2.1), 
(F” - F”)Z, = C Z,,(Q,$%,, - %F”Z,) = 1 .G(L,Q,, - %AnQ,n) 
WGA TEA 
= C S,,Z,(Qn - Qm) = 0 for all m E Z. 
llEA 
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Therefore E”f = F”f = Ff for every trigonometric polynomial f E Tr(E). 
Since FE [PC(E) -+ Pi(E)], F” E [Pp(E) -+ Pi(E)], and Tr(E) is dense in 
PC(E), we conclude that Pf = Ff f or all f E PC(E). Thus FD1 exists: namely, 
FD1 = F”. 
For every f E PP(E), (3.9) yields 
F,,f = FOf = F’f + c Zn(Qn&f - gnF’f) E Pq(E). 
?SA 
By [l, Lemma 3.2, last paragraph with p, = p, = p, qI = 1, qa = Q], we 
conclude that F,, exists. 
Remark. The theorem does not assert that F,, = F’, i.e., that F’ itself is 
bounded. 
4. P-MEMORIES AND RELATED MAPPINGS 
We recall [I, p. 4351 that a translation-invariant linear operator 
F: PC(E) --f Pi(E) is a P-memory if it satisfies the following condition: for 
every interval [a, b] C R and every f E PC(E) that agrees with 0 on [a - 1, b], 
Ff agrees with 0 on [a, b]. We now show that every P-memory is bounded; 
in fact, we prove a more general result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be one of the spaces Pp(E), 1 < p < co, or PC(E), 
and let q, 1 < q < co, be given. Suppose that the translation-invariant linear 
operator F’: X -+ PQ(E) satisfies the condition: for every interval [a, b] C R 
and every f E X that agrees with 0 on [a - 1, b], F’f agrees with 0 on [a, b]. 
Then F’ is bounded; and F’ = F, or F’ = F,, , respectively, for some bounded 
P-memory F. In particular, every P-memory is bounded. 
Proof. (1) As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, an appeal to [l, Lemma 3.21 
shows that there is no loss of generality in assuming, as we now shall, that 
q = 1. 
There exists a function 4 E PC(C) that agrees with 0 on [-1, +] and 
satisfies 
4 + L,s# + T-us+ = Zo* (the constant with value 1); (4.1) 
for instance, require t)(t) = 0 for t E [-1, &I, #(t) = 6t - 1 for t E [$, 81, 
#(t) = 1 for t E [$, $1, y%(t) = 6(1 - t) for t E [i, I]. Define the operator 
YE [x + X] by Yj = I,!J . f for each f E X. Then Yf agrees with 0 on 
[-1, A], and (4.1) implies 
(4.2) 
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(2) Consider the set A,, ; it is finite, by Corollary 3.3. By the same 
corollary, it is enough to show that A, ’ is empty in order to conclude that 
F’ is bounded. The remainder of the conclusion of the present theorem will 
then follow from the definition of P-memory and from [I, Lemma 3.21. 
Assume then that A,, # .@, and choose a fixed m E A,, . 
The restriction to [0, $1 of the finite family (Z,l: 1z E AF,) is linearly 
independent. There exists therefore v E Tr(C)-indeed, y is a linear combi- 
nation of the family itself-such that 
s 11’3 P) . (ZJ) =hn, > TZEA~, (4.3) 0 
(the bar indicates value-wise conjugation). Define the operator @ E [Pi(E) + E] 
by@f =j$j?-ff or each f E Pi(E); (4.3) then implies 
@Zn = LL1E, SEA,,. (4.4) 
(3) Since !?-‘f agrees with 0 on [- 1, &] for each f E X, the assumption 
on F’ implies that F’Yf agrees with 0 on [0, Q] for all such f, so that 
@F’Y = 0. 
From (4.5), (4.4), and Corollary 3.3 we have 
%gvP = --pbF’Y + c @zn~nF?P 
PIPAp 
(4.5) 
By (4.2), (2.1), and the translation-invariance of F’, 
FmF’ = F,F’Y f 9mF’T-2,3YT2/3 + 9mF’T-q,3YTd,3 
= 9jF’Y(To + e2nim/3T2,3 + e4nim/3T4,3) E [x -+ E], 
and this contradicts the assumption that m E A,* . 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose F is a P-memory, and that p, q, with 1 < p < co, 
1 < q < co, are given. If there exists a translation-invariant linear operator 
F’: Pa(E) + P*(E) such that F’f = Ff for allf E PC(E), then (F is bounded and) 
F,, exists. 
Proof. Theorems 4.1 and 3.4. 
With a view to applications involving derivatives of periodic functions, 
we prove a refinement of Theorem 4.1, in which the operator is originally 
defined only for functions with mean value 0, i.e., for elements of Y(s) only. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let X be one of the spaces P*(E), 1 < p < CO, or PC(E), 
and let q, 1 < q < 00, be given. Set X, = X n Yi,,) , considered as a (trans- 
lation-invariant) closed subspace of X. Suppose that the translation-invariant 
linear operator F,,‘: X, ---f Pq(E) satis$es the condition that, for every interval 
[a, b] C R and every f E X, that agrees with 0 on [a - 1, b], FJ agrees with 0 
on [a, b]. Then F,,’ is bounded; and there exists a P-memory F such that F, OY 
respectively, exists and satisjes FO’f = F,,f OY F,‘f = F,,f, respectively, 
gzqeach f E x, . 
Proof. We proceed by constructing a suitable extension F’: X -+ Pq(E) 
of F,‘. 
Let f E X be given. Suppose [a, b], [a’, b’] CR are intervals with 
[a’, b’] C [u, b] and b - a < 1; in view of this inequality, there exist 
f0 , fO’ E X, such that f0 agrees with f on [a - 1, b] and fO’ agrees with f 
on [a’ - 1, b’], and for any arbitrary choices of f0 , fO’ with these properties, 
f,, and fO’ agree on [a’ - 1, b’], so that, by the assumption on F,,‘, F,,‘fO and 
F,‘f,’ agree on [a’, b’]. It is easy to infer that there exists a unique g E L(E) 
such that for each interval [a, b] C R with b - a < 1 and each f. E X,, 
that agrees with f on [a - 1, b] the functions g and F,‘f, agree on [a, b]; it 
follows that g E Pq(E). 
We have thus constructed a mapping F’: f t+ g: X --+ PQ(E); the construc- 
tion shows that F’ is linear and translation-invariant. If [a, b] C R is an interval 
and f E X agrees with 0 on [a - 1, b], then F’f agrees with F,‘O = 0 on [a, b], 
by the definition of F’ if b - a < 1, and trivially if b - a >, 1, since this 
implies f = 0. Thus, F’ satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. If 
f E X, , the construction shows that F’f and F,‘f agree on each short interval; 
hence, F’f = F,,f. An application of Theorem 4.1 to F’ then yields the 
conclusion. 
Remark 1. The operator F’: X + Pq(E) that extends F,’ and satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 is obviously unique; consequently, the 
P-memory F in the statement of the theorem is also unique. 
Remark 2. The conclusion of the theorem remains valid, and the proof 
only requires technical modifications, if X, = X n YtO) is replaced by X n YK 
for any given finite set KC Z. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
EXAMPLE 5.1. (1) In this example, we assume E = C, and we shall 
write P’, PC, without specifying the argument C. 
We shall construct a (bounded) P-memory F. By [l, Lemma 3.71, Fz2 
then exists, merely because E = C is isomorphic to a Hilbert space and 
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FE [PC -+ P1] is translation-invariant. By [l, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.51, F,, 
exists for all p, q with 1 < q < 2 < p < co, and F,, exists for all q with 
1 < q < 2. In our example, F,, or F,, will not exist for any other values of 
p, q, nor will F,, or F,, exist for any values at all of p. Again by 
[l, Lemma 3.21, it will be enough to show that F,, does not exist for any 
p, 1 < p < 2, and that F,, does not exist for any q, 2 < q < co. 
(2) There exists a function u E PC that is periodic with period 8 
and has mean value 0, so that 
(the sum in P”), and a function k H\(O) -+ (-1, I} such that the function 
(5.1) 
(the sum in P2) satisfies w E P2\u,,, Pq. The proof of this statement is in 
[2, Theorem (2.8)]; cf. [3, 14.3.3, 14.3.41. The requirement that the mean 
value be 0 is a trivially permissible refinement. We let u, v, X satisfying these 
conditions be fixed in what follows. 
(3) Define g E Pa by 
g = -(27ri)-’ c n-‘A(--n)Z,,l 
nem\m 
(the sum in P2); thus, g is also periodic with period $. Using (5.2) and (2.1) 
we find 
= (274-l c n-1X(n) e~~%9& aER. 
nQ\P) 
This computation, combined with (5.1), yields 
s g * ( Tpb - T-“)U = c (7&2)-l X(n)(e3ninb - Pin=)9&u nez\w 
= 3 1” x w &F%nU 
fl ?z~Z\(O) 
= 3JDo for every interval [a, b] CR. (5.3) 
a 
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(4) Choose a continuously differentiable function p E PC such that p, 
agrees with 0 on [0, I] and satisfies 
v + TMP + Tav = zol (the constant with value 1) ; (5.4) 
for instance, require v(t) = cos2(&t) for t E [-1, --$I, p)(t) = 1 for 
t E [-8, --&I, q(t) = sin2(&rt) for t E [-Q, 01, and I = 0 for t E [0, 11. 
Since v is continuously differentiable-this assumption is in fact unnecessarily 
strong-we have 
&k” I %9, I2 < aJ. (5.5) 
It follows from (5.2) and (5.5) that 
%(v .g) = WI n I-‘). (5.6) 
Indeed, for each n E Z\(O), 
I K&P *dI 
= (3/24 (I n l-1 1%~ I + 1 
!GZ\(0,n) 
I k I-1 1 n - k 1-1 i h I 1 %P, I) 
~(312w-+w+ C ~l~l-~+l~--k-l)l~l~~~i) 
kEz\(o,n) 
< (3/24 I n i-1 (I %T I + 2 ( KE;IOj k-e)l” ( 2 
ken\(o) 
k2 I %P, lf2). 
(5) Now the function T . g E P2 agrees with 0 on IO, l[ and satisfies 
(5.6). By [I, Corollary 7.21 there exists a (bounded) P-memory F with 
FZ, = 0 and such that G, = y . g; by the same corollary, this last equality 
means, in particular, that 
jab Fu = / y.g*(T-b- T-,)u for every interval [a, b] CR. (5.7) 
On the other hand, g and u are periodic with period $. Therefore, (5.4) 
implies 
s g . (T, - T,)u = s (9’ + T,ep, + Tmv) . g . (T-t, - T-& 
= s (To + T2,s + T,,,)b .,P . (T-r) - T-N 
= 3j&.(T-h- T-,)u 
for every interval [a, b] CR. (5.8) 
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Combining (5.7), (5.8), (5.3), we find sf: FZJ = 4 sg . (T-, - T-,) u = c v 
for all [u, b] C R, so that Fu = a. Since u E PC and v E P2\u,,, Pg, we 
conclude that F,, does not exist for any q, 2 < q < 00; a fortiori, FCC does 
not exist. 
(6) By [l, Corollary 7.31, F*, as defined in [l, p. 4341, exists and is a 
bounded P-memory with F*Z, = 0, and G,, = q .g (the bars again indicate 
valuewise conjugation). By [l, C orollary 7.21 and (5.7), (5.8), (5.3), we find 
labF*c = 1 a.g.(Tpb - T-,)ii 
= + s g . (Twb - T-,)u = s,” v for every [a, b] C R, 
so that F*ii = V. Arguing as in the preceding paragraph, we conclude that 
F&, does not exist for any@, 2 < p’ < co. By [l, Lemma 3.61, we find that 
F,, does not exist for any p, 1 < p < 2. This completes the proof of the 
properties claimed for F. 
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